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Para Thor, quién me trajo de vuelta…



 Introduction

El mundo global está enteramente iluminado. Nuestras conciencias están 
deslumbradas. No hay nada que no veamos (…) Encarnar la crítica significa 
plantearse hoy cómo subvertir la propia vida de manera que el mundo ya 
no pueda ser el mismo. [marina garcés, 2006] /  The globalized world is 
completely illuminated. Our conscious are blinded. There is nothing that 
we can’t see (…) Embodying critique means to subvert our lives in such a 
way, the world can never be the same.

 This research represents a fissure in time. Is an effort to grasp and con-
dense a 5-year old query that began as a political stance against gender, 
institutional, cultural normativism and class-power relations borrowed from 
the Mexican residues were it germinated. It takes Mexico-as a third geo-
political horizon, and as one of the many time machines where global eco-
nomic, sociopolitical and commonly inhuman oriented issues catch up and 
confront with the incommensurable intensities and velocities from other 
geographies. 

By these means, is via the transvaluation and understanding of theories and 
fictions that take as much into account the voicing of undermined narratives 
as much as the dominant ones where they were rooted, that this project aims 
to become a disclosure of a hybrid expression of the world. And as such, the 
concept of self will be continuously contested and decoded as a reflection of 
conscious plasticity/artificiality, and thus integrated into a broader discourse 
around the chronopolitics of becoming.

The philosophical, diagrammatic, sonic, graphics and performative continu-
ous embodiments of the process, cast upon the artist role as a testifier of life. 
Hence, the integration of media helps to access the hidden (non-utilitarian) 
massive form of expenditure and labor essential to this proposition. In res-
onance with this statement and as the process unfolds, it should be easy to 
understand that the importance of this research was never about its destiny. 
Herewith, while the preoccupations in this project lay deeply concerned with 
a necessity to encompass spaces to shatter naturalized western narratives. 
Such intention must be taken primarily as a vehicle to enable and pave 
alternative states of being possible within art praxis. 

As a methodology, it has been adopted the updated take on third cinema 
legacy of Teshome Gabriel [1982] and Pavle Levi’s cinematic praxis by 
other means [2012]. The concept of cinematic landscaping is used to open 
up to morphing aesthetic languages and tools. Art thus, is reflected upon 
as a technological apparatus in the act of assemblage. What is left behind 
is always an interception of material leftovers (segments/fragments) of time 
folding in a pure dynamic state.

Horror plays an essential role in this ambition, insofar as it presents a para-
dox of discontinuity, dimensions and time. The time we’re living in and the 
fractal futurities we shape via science-fiction. The failures we embrace and 
the utopias we re-produce. Through horror, otherness bears witness of the 
uncanny and the abyss that lay within.

1 Garcés, Marina. “Encarnar la crítica. Algunas tesis. Algunos ejemplos ” essay published in 06, 

2006 at transform. eipcp.net/ http://transform.eipcp.net/transversal/0806/garces/es#redir
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ChAPTER i. inward writing 
To…(Tear-rritories)

We always inherit the problems of family, community and nation1 (…) 
Life is human centered and yet in-human oriented2

I was born in a fissure, in the South part of North America at the end of the 
’80s. When Los Estados Unidos Mexicanos became a space in between 
geographies and between cultures, an outside before and outside3. 

This Latin-American fissure represents a material recalibration of geopol-
itics that is a legacy of the cold war. It begins in the ’80s, stretches all the 
way to the ’90s and finally towards the present, as a fictive slingshot that 
catapults thought into historically situated events. And in this case, serves to 
explore the particularities of contextualized time and apprehend the impact 
of a decade beyond its scope and materiality. 

For my generation, the North American Free Trade Agreement (nAfTA4) 
was the trigger of such fissure. Mexico, formerly a European colony, became 
an active participant of the new economic model of modernity, but also the 
closest alien nest cohabiting within the first world. If the Cold War revealed 
the polarities of a globalized economy. Its end brought about the configura-
tion of a third World within the World, and thus, the figuration of yet another 
neo-colonial matrix. Dangerous in its own domestic expression, but threat-
ening because of its proximity to the dominant powers.

This paradoxical relationship with the North, however, was also given by 
Mexico’s own imperial past5 and by the country’s politic fluid alliances6 with 
other Latin American countries. Howbeit, Mexico’s partake in the monstrous 
and equally glorified agreement, inadvertently also configured a physiolo-
gical7 and techno-cultural appreciation of its microcosms as a universal 

1.  Anzaldua, Gloria E. Entre Mundos/ Among Worlds. New Perspectives on Gloria 
Anzáldua. Palgrave Macmillan, 2005. Edit. by AnaLouise Keating

2.  Thacker, Eugene. In the Dust of this Planet Horror of phylosophy Vol 1. Zero Books, 2001

3.   Phillip Warnell, Outlandish: Strange foreign bodies, http://www.vdrome.org/phillip-warnell-out-
landish

4.  The NAFTA is an agreement of economic integration based on a system of incommensurable 
neoliberal policies and opaque political articulations meant to benefit trade, technological and 
industrial transactions between Canada, USA and México. Its protocols became active in 1994. 
“El NAFTA En La Economía Mundial: LeccionesPara América Latina.” pp. 1–59, www.cieplan.
org/media/publicaciones/archivos/37/Capitulo_1.pdf.

5.  It must be noted that prehispanic Mexico was composed by a political architecture based on 
filial-clans (Calpulli) and conquering, identifiable in other proto-colonial powers. This history 
can be traced through codices that illustrate the economic and political activity of indigenous 
empires based on tribute, labor services, sacrifice, and taxation. For example, that of the 
Mexica/Tenochtla people (or Aztecs, as they are universally recognized) and the establishment 
of their city-states in Tenochtitlan and Tlatelolco. While European invasions must never be 
exonerated from their violent autarkic and precapitalist roots, expressed through the modific-
ation of former institutions of rule and appropriation. Is the very concept of preexistent power 
structures resting on conquer, what becomes a paradox of foreign domination consolidated 
through cultural and ethnic hybridity. The following link, even if mainly concerned with the 
economic structure of the country, will be helpful to deepen this thesis. Salvucci, Richard. “The 
Economic History of Mexico.” EH.net. Accessed April 8, 2019. https://eh.net/encyclopedia/
the-economic-history-of-mexico/.

6.  After Cuba was voted out from the OAS in 1962 and during the ’70s and ’80s decades, after USA’s 
embargo, México maintained bilateral relations with both nations. While it was established a line 
of “solidarity” with Cuba that pretended to distance the country from the rest of Latin America’s 
stance (mostly afraid of Cuba becoming a military proxy of the Soviet Union in the American 
Continent), such solidarity was inevitably influenced by political articulations with the USA. Cuba 
wouldn’t promote guerilla movements in Mexican territory in exchange for its support and the 
USA wouldn’t intervene in Mexico’s fraternal role with Latin America in exchange of informa-
tion. Solera, Claudia. “Durante La Guerra Fría, De Manera Secreta México Llevó Medicinas y 
Víveres a Cuba.” Excelsior, www.excelsior.com.mx/nacional/2015/01/12/1002169#imagen-2

7.  Mark Fisher invokes Franco “Bifo” Berardi’s words from his book after the future, to explain 
the concept of psychologically perceiving time (which would be, historically affected through 
technologies). With regard to human future/s, he explains (…) “I am thinking of the psycholo-
gical perception, which emerged in the cultural situation of progressive modernity, the cultural 

expectations that were fabricated during the long period of modern civilization”. 
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outside that maintains its reformulation 30 years later. 

Whereas our planetary perception of time appears to fold within itself in 
all tissues of human concerned matters; in a Mexican orderliness, the 
NAFTA played out a double role as a reinforcer of the economics of colonial 
violence and a permanent institution of modern self-governance, which 
anthropocentric demands rest upon formulas that ignore at vast the rel-
evance of Global-Ecology. If the agreement was a sovereign measure to 
access the Capitalocene, its industrial expression meant the devastation of 
large human and non-human ecosystems. In this type of Kantian negative 
continuum, Mexico embodies one of many global re-engineered (categor-
ical) Artificial Intelligences subsumed in a macrosystem of preexistent 
imperialist pathologies. The fabrication of a Mexican hybrid collective thus 
manifests as nothing more than a protocol to capture and process normat-
ive hierarchical differentiation/exploitation for material progress.

The Zapatista movement8 and its armed faction EZLN (Zapatista National 
Liberation Army) are examples of the pervasive execution of such differen-
tiation. Whilst the movement incarnations personified one of the fiercest 
and most worldwide known responses towards the agreement’s right-wing 
agendas. By formulating their ethnic origins and the protection of their 
regions as preponderant reasons for their struggle, this gesture emblemat-
ized the only political (however not legally recognized) factions that openly 
distanced themselves from the idealist collective “Mexican identitarian pro-
file”. In the end, even if the country’s liberal discourse was all about devel-
opment, such potential riches never fully acknowledged all existing social 
classes nor ethnic groups9. 

The Zapatista movement and The EZLN mobilization, even within their 
own contradictions, are stances of modern indigenous communities to 
voice their existence in a mestizo neo-colonial society which foundations 
of Mexicanity dwell on dreams of caste purity. Although the aggrupation 
welcomes every type of support and external participation, the unambiguity 
of their struggle is ruthless. Paradoxically, the communities’ extreme meas-

Fisher, Mark Ghosts of my life: Writings on depression, hauntology and lost futures (UK: Zero 
Books,2014), pp18-19.

8.  This fragment of Causes of the Rebellion, although deeply charged with affective drive, helps 
to unfold the complexity behind a movement and its relation to other sociopolitical and eco-
nomic conflicts in Mexican Territory. González Casanova draws a constellation of resistance 
that focuses on indigenous representation (particularly located in the Peninsula of Yucatán, 
the last Mexican region to be submitted to conquer in 1703 and effectively in 1712.  An event 
portrayed in the oral tradition of Chilam Balam). The essay addresses straightforwardly the 
role of the Catholic church in the abuse of minority groups as well as its close affairs with the 
political class, and uses the 60’s and 70’s decades, to make clear that after the 1968 student 
massacre in Plaza Tlatelolco and Zócalo, the indigenous resistance is an exacerbation of a 
shared struggle of precarity. This thesis becomes stronger when Casanova points out the 
necessary participation and the role of the female indigena figure within the movement. As both, 
an example of intersectional Latin American feminism and a crucial actor in the indigenous 
representation within nonimperialist political bodies. Causas De La Rebelión En Chiapas (The 
Chiapas Rebellion). Mexico City: Ediciones Del Frente Zapatista de Liberación Nacional, 1995. 
http://biblioteca.clacso.edu.ar/ar/libros/coedicion/casanova/15.pdf.

9.  Muniz, Alvaro. “The Untold History of MX’s Afro-descendants.” Mexico News Daily. February 24, 
2018. https://mexiconewsdaily.com/opinion/the-untold-history-of-mxs-afro-descendants/. 
The Institute of Statistics and Geography. INEGI (A state organism in charge of socioeco-
nomic and ethnic background data processing in Mexico) Up until 2015 began to consider 
afrodescendance as part of the Mexican miscegenation background consistent to the African 
slave trade in the American Continent, a topic deepen in the following essay “A Legacy of 
Slavery” from Colin A. Palmer http://www.smithsonianeducation.org/migrations/legacy/almleg.
html. Whilst Muñiz’s article pretends to take into account and make visible these roots, Palmer 
manages (if by abuse of emotion) to point out our cultural blindness towards those origins. To 
this regard, although identitarian data processing carries its own set of ethical issues often 
times aggravated through the informatics of dominance (Pasquinelli 2015). The aperture of 
given landscapes is yet relevant if not to inform, to access human interconnectedness in as 
many variants as there can be. The INEGI, in this case, fails in its purpose to access a plural 
understanding of miscegenation by not taking into consideration all ethnic groups that have 
been cohabiting in the country for more than a century already; for example, the Asian immig-
rants that arrived in Mexico via the Kalakalang Galyon or Manila Galleons.  
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ures to defy a system that consistently displace their peoples for corporate 
exploitation have turned their actors into terrorists (portrayal courtesy of the 
mainstream media). Such a move has never occurred to denounce military 
or police brutality executed by the Government, if not as occurrences in 
which the main characters were ruled out from the norms of a system. As 
if the nature of a system could be exempt from conflict, just by updating its 
contents. This coax unveiled deep structural problems within the nation by 
exposing half a century of concealed dictatorship that institutionalized and 
justified the violation of human rights through murder, corruption, land dis-
placement and illegal profiteering of natural resources.

This strife, then again, is the political expression of a profound cobweb. Fol-
lowing the Mexican Revolution, eugenics10 found a niche through healthcare, 
education, and welfare to foster the idea of rebuilding the country for the 
better. If the idea came about as a post-war gesture to restore the nation’s 
population, it occurred nonetheless with the intention to alter its genetic 
make-up. In Being human as praxis (2015), Sylvia Winter notes that social 
elements pertaining racialized differentiation tend to be inherent operators 
in the imperialist ordinance of the Man-as-human paradigm, that which she 
refers to as a liberal monohumanist mindset. Hence, the mestizo-indigen-
ous binomial, is an old social construct where science also plays a particular 
role as a proponent of naturalized biological prototypes. A binomial that not 
only has gone barren, but that in principle interferes with a world that is no 
longer the same. 

“The Cosmic race” (1948) written by José Vasconcelos (1882 mexican philo-
sopher and politician) is an essay consistent to the Eugenics Movement, 
and a political effort that put forward the concept of hybridity as the ideal 
archetype for the future of humanity. In one of its most rancid paragraphs, 
he records: 

La civilización no se improvisa ni se trunca, ni puede hacerse partir del papel 
de una constitución política; se deriva siempre de una larga, de una secular 
preparación y depuración de elementos que se transmiten y se combinan 
desde los comienzos de la Historia11.  / Civilization can’t be improvised nor 
diverted, nor can depart from a political constitution’s role; it is nothing but 
a derivative of a long, secular preparation and from the depuration of the 
elements that are transmitted and combined since the beginning of history. 

The fiction of a cosmic race that takes root in the stars and will erect a “Uni-
versopolis12” yields in Latin American mestizos as the matrix of such ambi-
tion. For Latin American miscegenation according to Vasconcelos, com-
piled every human “race” and didn’t allow a pervasive superiority of any kind. 
Unfortunately, this dream of the outside that in principle meant to question 
racialist ideologies; ended up welcoming the instauration of another type of 
ubiquitous order of knowledge based on a homogenization that permeated 
every layer from cultural, political, economic and social policies of Mexican 
society, which became the very backbone of our culture.

Although the cultural influence of the West is not any-longer fixed as a dom-
inant narrative, considering the new economic-configurations emerging 
from East and Asian landscapes, as well as the irreversible effects of climate 
change. Regarding the geopolitical power dynamics at stake, the country’s 
theater of internal stability is yet a mirror of its closest (richest) neighbor.

10.  Stern, Alexandra. “Unraveling the History of Eugenics in Mexico.” Institute for the Study of 
Academic Racism, August 1, 1998. Accessed April 8, 2019. http://ferris-pages.org/ISAR/
archives2/sources/mexico.htm. 

11.  Vasconcelos, José. Agencia Mundial De Librería. Barcelona: Tipografía Cosmos, 1927. http://
www.filosofia.org/aut/001/razacos.htm.

12.  Ibid. The “Universopolis” is a germinal ideal based on the future of human-kin
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Even after Mexico’s 2018 historical change of government,13 people cope 
with given (corrupt) laws that misrepresent the majority under the replication 
of a prototypical and staled image of the world. If this aspect is not particular 
of this horizon, it does express itself as vicious, due to its immensity. Non-
etheless, for this third horizon, prosperity, cultural integration and diversity 
come only as simulation of an outside.

[Modernity] lives in a profound and uneasy relation to an outside that both 
attracts and repels it, a relation that it precariously resolves within itself from 
a position of unilateral mastery. [...] The paradox of enlightenment, then, is an 
attempt to x a stable relation with what is radically other, since insofar as the 
other is rigidly positioned within a relation it is no longer fully other.14

The foundation of hybridity as a parallel of “otherness” falls apart because 
it harbors homogenous Western imageries that feed on patriarchal roots 
of white enlightenment. In the currencies of the global village anticipated 
by MacLuhan (1967), even though it would be unfair to define cultural land-
scapes in Latin America as an absolute byproduct of neocolonial legacies, 
their geopolitical horizons transmute into viruses that clone dictatorial fig-
urations of such otherness.
  
If in principle the concept of “other” could be conceived as an abstract 
dimension for the inhabiting of multiplicity, the downfall of its philosophical 
formulation lies on its anthropological constraints.

Whilst much of the Mexican cultural export can be traced through differ-
ent apparatuses, the ones that intersect with the queries explored in this 
research, concern themselves with fictions articulated through Art-praxis 
and popular culture facilitated by media and digital platforms. 

Telenovelas like Maria Mercedes and Rosa Salvaje15 are great examples of 
the media fixation on social constructs. Every story and soapy conclusion 
is the result of a perfectly manufactured perspective of neoliberal accumu-
lative value tied to the status quo. Nonetheless performed and achieved by 
the ideal white codification of Western European miscegenation, narratives 
are anchored on populism and inbreeding characterizations. While telen-
ovelas still aim to leave behind a legacy of inspiring stories through every 
generation; even their rejuvenated (intersectional) versions like La Casa de 
las Flores16 end up consolidating the female figure alongside every minority 

13.   A left-wing, right wing coalition (Juntos haremos historia/Together we will make history) rep-
resented by the candidate and now president Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador. 

14.  Nick Land, ‘Kant, Capital and the Prohibition of Incest’, Fanged Noumena, eds. Robin Mackay 
and Ray Brassier, Falmouth, Urbanomic, 2012, p. 64. 

15.  Sheridan, Beatriz, dir. Maria Mercedes. Canal De Las Estrellas. September 14, 1992. https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JbTFVj61kHk. Sheridan, Beatriz, dir. Rosa Salvaje. Televisa. April 
18, 1987. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=773K1XLiPNk. Both, María Mercedes and Rosa 
Salvaje are the embodiment of European Mexican miscegenation inheritance and its partic-
ular fictive depiction of “real life stories” of struggle and success. These fictions that tend to 
be individualist dramatizations of necessity fail to comply with the level of intertwined power 
relations playing in Mexican society, withal evident in the characterization and execution of 
each role. By the dark skin laborers that are always at the service of their white benefactors, 
and by nourishing paternalistic views on indigenous ethnicity and female characters. These 
patriarchal depictions are also, very much aligned with the political agenda of the president in 
turn. In this case, Miguel de la Madrid and Carlos Salinas de Gortari, both representatives of 
the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI), the conservative authority that remained in power 
for 71 years (since Porfirio Diaz), the latter also one of the characters behind the embrace of the 
NAFTA. Both members of the wealthiest families of Mexico and supported by Televisa, which 
at the time, was the media company with the most influence in the country and the third entity 
in a ménage de trois between the church, media culture and politics.  

16.  Caro, Manolo, dir. La casa de las Flores. Netflix. August 10, 2018. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=isgq4NbpHlY. This neo-telenovela that aligns with the fresh paradigms of enter-
tainment also aligns with a gregarious vision of a polymorphic capitalist Mexico. Since power 
relations are continuously informed by informatics and data fluctuations, platforms of cultural 
reflexivity have to catch up with such fluctuations. In a world in which sociopolitical issues are 
not any longer particular of their geographic disposition, topics like gender, race, and religion 
become panoramas that are now openly discussed, nonetheless ascribed to updated forms 
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that escapes the norm, as unequivocal dimensions of precarity.

The configuration of alien otherness inspired by the lens of despotic imager-
ies is incessantly adopted, reinterpreted and merged into all social classes. 
In the particularities of Mexico, identitarian codifications morph into devices 
of time traveling towards oddity, and popular culture works as their seatbelt. 
The conception of otherness thus, if not primevally situated within con-
servative alliances, become permanently oppressive when desire remains 
tamed by way of virtual exteriorization.

Ultimately, the optimal isn’t that which escapes the rule or that which simu-
lates the alterity of a given system; but that which while emulating utopias, 
nourishes a settled circulation within a closed circuit. Variation here trans-
lates as precondition of a circuit’s prevalence. For a Mexican third horizon, 
this formulation becomes a criterion of outcross ecosystems cohabiting an 
ever-recurrent singular dimension. 

utopias are inevitable insofar their opposite scenario is always conceivable, 
always depicted and always materialized through lived experience. Hence 
is paramount to work through the failures to accommodate multiple voices 
in our human way of looking at this planet, to able non-polarizing forms of 
cultural appreciation.

On a time-scaled universe, however, what does it mean to understand cul-
tural hybridity as a dream of outside within and beyond human mélange?...

(…) Imperialism occurs when one body uses its resources to exploit the other; 
cosmopolitanism, in contrast, entails restraint on the part of the advantaged 
party (either on its own initiative or as part of a multilateral coalition) in the 
name of a nonexploitative equitability between both entities... The usefulness 
of science fiction for developing a cosmopolitan ethics and politics lies in the 
genre’s own sensitivity to imperial discourses and practices. Because of its 
emergence from and entanglement with imperial fantasy, science fiction can 
serve as a generative site of cosmopolitan alternatives to imperial norms: if 
the genre performs the dream-work of empire, it also produces rich imagin-
ative possibilities for empire’s antithesis. 17”

Chattopadhyay’s point becomes poignant as it marks how important is to 
observe whatever kind of place one talks about as connected up to a whole 
real-abstract world beyond the pertinence of an individual’s context. Cultural 
hybridism ought to be explored as a faction of historicity and as an undeni-
able fragment of a bigger dialogue among other chronopolitical systems of 
thought. This move however, should also allow us to see this space in terms 
of the kinds of chimeras it produces.

In 2018 the director Alfonso Cuarón (1961) delivered his film Roma to unravel 
bits from our society’s wires through its docu-fiction format. By dwelling 
in the mute violence of scaled disparity, he shifts the narrative of struggle 
from a dramatized construct of otherness into its real depiction. The movie 
explores the life of Cleodegaria, an indigenous lived-in house laborer (inter-
preted by Yalitzia Aparicio an actress of Mixtec and Triqui descent) and her 
intricate relationship with the middle-class family she works for. What makes 
this film effective beyond the synthesis of intermeshed stories is Yalitzia, 
who ties together so much as the physical substance of undermined others 
as its ontological fabric.  

of control.

17.  Chattopadhyay, Bodhisattva. “Recentering Science Fiction And The Fantastic: What Would 
a Non-Anglocentric Understanding Of Science Fiction And Fantasy Look Like?” Strange 
Horizons. 2013. http://strangehorizons.com/non-fiction/articles/recentering-science-fic-
tion-and-the-fantastic-what-would-a-non-anglocentric-understanding-of-science-fiction-
and-fantasy-look-like/. 
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Unintentionally and through the amalgam of events that followed her nom-
ination in the Oscars as best supporting actress18. Yalitzia’s persona replays 
her character as the unknown other that propels both, the fascination and 
repel of the regnant cultural imperialism. Then again, her social perform-
ance (an exploit) is what frames Mexican identity as an established inherit-
ance by each generation feedback on crises, natural catastrophes, media 
communications, and technological manufacture. Since the last bit of the 
20th century, this means a segregationist government, a failed constitu-
tional reform19 in education, the 1985 earthquake that further divided our 
country into sectors and a deeply complicated political and economic rela-
tionship with the USA. 

So even though the film is far from deactivating the very western institution-
alization of otherness, at any rate, its cosmopolitan manufacture and digital 
accessibility help to observe and work closely through the performative 
social aspects of acceptance. 

Since 2018 the Ni Una Menos movement that situates in Latin America 
against its long history of feminicides20, constantly re-visits feminism 
through every possible tool at hand. It uses digital platforms to denounce 
abuse and support victims and maintains a dialogue with politics to make 
tangible broader discussions around sexual violence. Social movements 
that were nurtured in digital platforms, if contested through the means of 
their activation and scope, should not be undermined as gates to question 
the very mesh of humanity. In México for instance, younger generations 
use digital cartographies to gather fragments from our hybridization and 
demand receipts from this history by inevitably involving other voices and 
somehow closing the gap between generations and sectors. In 2019 the 
wedlock between media/communications and digital platforms if engrained 
within social contrivances, growl as a reformulation of human articulations. 
As much as the cultural circuits have already been established they don’t 
remain altogether stagnant; this can potentially become an opportunity to 
destroy and reconfigure reality, by accepting our many horrible becomings 
and promote other forms of collective consciousness.

While many contemporary societies experience something that can only 
be described as a form of antagonist ineradicability21 that nests in the cap-
ital desire machine and transpires to techno-cultural, political and social 
tissues of the human-made dimension. This state of in-between/ness only 
turns pandemic through fictions that freeze into determined categories of 
being and correlate amongst each other as given modes of perception fur-
therly enhanced by institutional re-productivity.

18.  Yalitzia’s nomination suffered an avalanche of backlash. Mexicans around the Republic were 
openly vocal about her nomination in both positive and negative poles. However, most of the 
conversations focused on her ethnic roots and social upbringing to dimish her persona. The 
outrage regarding her nomination wasn’t devoted to her lack of histrionic capabilities, for 
example, but to her noncanonical appearance. Concerning the scope of Aparicio’s nomination, 
articles like the one written by Nina Lakhani for The Guardian, even though positive to open 
up discussions around racial disparity also predispose a certain division within sociopolitical 
discourses. Lakhani, Nina. “Yalitza Aparicio: Roma Star’s Hometown Wills Her on to Oscars 
Glory.” The Guardian. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/feb/22/roma-star-yalitza-aparicio-homet-
own-mexico-success-story-oscars. What is needed are not only discussions concerning racial and 
gender inclusion but discussions that decolonize at their core the very understanding of equality.  

19.  In the 9th of June of 1980, the Mexican constitution was reformulated in its 3rd article against 
state intervention and autonomous regulation in universities. If such measure was meant to 
prevent another violation of human rights like the ones committed in 1968 and 1971 (to mention 
few). After the murders in Ayotzinapa the 26th of September of 2014, it became clear the reform 
had been working only as a simulacrum of democracy.

20.  http://niunamenos.org.ar/

21.  El Baroni, Bassam. The Post-Agonistic Institution: Four Positions on the Structural Relation 
between Art and Democracy.How Institutions Think: Between Contemporary Art and Curatorial 
Discourse. MIT Press, 2017. PDF. 
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Affects, even when translated to digital platforms, can’t absolve the tyranny 
of human forces that constitute reality. 

If Mexico’s nineties decade was a chronopolitical impasse, the narratives 
discovered through cultural hybridization also presupposed a form of fluidity 
that ought to update identity-coded forms of kinship. As we must continu-
ously deal with the rancor of human relation schemes, nonetheless and as 
El Baroni Points out: “political action should only aim at withdrawing from 
existing institutions and relinquishing all forms of belonging”22 

Inspired by the deconstruction process of a third horizon, the past sentence 
presupposes an intangible (yet transmittable) way of looking at the planet as 
a non-deterministic, not solely human space. While the modalities of time/
place come about as conditions for human-focused matters, their question-
ing may open in turn hyperstitional paths to process diverse states of being.

22.  El Baroni, Bassam. The Post-Agonistic Institution: Four Positions on the Structural Relation 
between Art and Democracy.How Institutions Think: Between Contemporary Art and Curatorial 
Discourse. MIT Press, 2017. PDF.

As Sylvia Winter would pertinently point 
out: We therefore now need to initiate the 
exploration of the new re-conceptualized 
form of knowledge that would be called 
for by Fanon’s redefinition of being human 
as that of skins (phylogeny / ontogeny) 
and masks (sociogeny). 1 

1. Winter, Sylvia. On Being Human as Praxis. Dur-
ham and London: Duke University Press, 2015. 
PDF.  
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Episode ii. Conter-factual univer-ses >> ghost in the shell/ a 
Proxy-rewinding fractal time

If reality is that which pertains the material expression of a world, its fic-
tionalization can be a proxy to dislocate any possibility to take it by granted.

In the 90’s anime version of Ghost in the Shell, the identity project 2501, 
which is presented to us as the Puppet Master has reached a form of aware-
ness that cannot be codified any longer within a human-conscious array. 
Nonetheless a life-form, its own “nature” expresses as a constant query to 
transcend its own state, if not to survive, to amass layers within its primeval 
state and become something else. Although such gesture is very much 
compatible with human (Promethean) ambitions, it opens up a discussion 
towards elucidations of conscious experience that complexify the human 
element into an equation of inhuman dimensions.

Science fiction bears upon the edification of multiple worlds, whether be 
human or non-human and although embedded within axiomatic processes 
of knowledge production; nonetheless, they tend to be troubled with vast 
chronological queries that overlap into our material realm. Likely so, this 
fictional horizon that combines synthesized language and image also emu-
lates the fractal nature of such queries.

Hence, this milieu that virtually represents the invocation of otherness, 
physically incarnate forces away from such imperial contingency. Time and 
space are situated into materialities that apprehend and expand them. Its 
apparent attachment to a formulated narrative thus, while it can’t help but 
collapse into representation, it can in turn endlessly be informed by way of 
a hybrid assemblage.

Although confronted with a demand to open up spaces in common with 
other/ness, the cosmopolitan exploration of science fiction through a con-
stitutive form, in turn, can avoid making concessions with imposed collectiv-
ities based on pure neoliberal structures. Insofar its elucidation of outside, 
even in its most reducible Lacanian sense, aims for alliances that don’t 
comply with a sense of capital reproducibility of desire through a reiteration 
of self, nor with the reassurance of self through relations of dominating 
desire towards others. Even though its participation in the “spectacle” of 
exposure, such exploration must become a path of unbinding-becoming 
forms of common shared experience propelling an amplified momentum 
of synergic energies.

I borrow Gloria Anzaldua’s (1942-2015) words as an anticipation of a fissure 
in this thesis and as a method to exercise an outside-ness where life alone 
is enough.

(….) <<Here is a Little nugget of a system of knowledge that’s different from 
the Euro-American.>> This is my hit on it, but is also a mestizo/mestiza, 
cognitive kind of perception, so therefore this ideology or this Little nugget 
of knowledge is both indigenous and western. It’s a hybridity, a mixture, 
because I live in this liminal state in between worlds, in between realities, in 
between systems of knowledge, in between symbology systems.23

23.  Anzaldua, Gloria E. Entre Mundos/ Among Worlds. New Perspectives on Gloria Anzáldua. 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2005. Edit. by AnaLouise Keating

“All things change in a dynamic 
environment. Your effort to remain 
what you are is what limits you.1”

1.  Ghost in the Shell. By Masamune Shirow. 
Directed by Mamoru Oshii. Performed by 
Atsuko Tanaka, Akio Ōtsuka, Iemasa Kay-
umi. Japan: Kodansha and Bandai Visual 
Manga Entertainment, 1989 (manga), 1995 
(film). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v-
=TJ6hkzKVYQg. 
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Episode iii. (Clepsydre)_To destroy a world. 

For visual Reference, refer to diagram 1.

Diagram premise:  

Andrew Culp, on his essay Dark Deleuze (Minessota, 2016) proposes the 
concept of the destruction of the World as a measure that lies beneath 
meticulous processes of becoming-active as a force of critique. He points 
out the brutality of thought as an imposition of structures that cannot be 
resolved if not by the activation of concepts through its creative formulation. 

This diagram is an attempt to understand the rigor behind the critique of 
knowledge production as a de-naturalized form of reality codification that 
also takes into consideration Patricia Reed’s writings on alienation:

Despite the term having been locked down in a negative register, signaling 
social anomie or dehumanization and positioned as something to be over-
come, on a perspectival front, alienation is a necessary force of estrange-
ment from what is. Alienation can never be “total”: it expresses the quality of 
a relation, and not a thing unto itself; something is alienated from something 
else, and to properly understand it requires reflection in at least two direc-
tions. (…)The hypothetical opens access to the inexistent, or what could be 
otherwise, as a novel diagram upon which to maneuver anew. With (gener-
ative) alienation describing the separation from what is to what could be, as 
the articulation of uncertainty’s enablement, the hypothetical is its primary 
vehicle.24 

Diagram description.

This figure uses the clepsydra as a way to understand reality as a circuit 
bound to a time-based human dimension, that even if collectively assumed, 
inevitably also admits it’s outside antipode.

The clepsydra, vernacularly known as a water-clock, is a device to meas-
ure time through the regulation of liquid fluctuation into (inflow) or outside 
(outflow) of a vessel. In which 1. Is a plane representing a given/dominant 
horizon, superimposing on 2, the vessel in which phenomenal experience 
has been deposited and from where narrative folds (3) depart; 4 is given by 
a continuum I that alternates with a continuum II (5) and reverberates on 6. A 
divergence manifesting on 3, 4 and 5, captured by 7 as a fractal circulation of 
time, which finds an outside through an undetermined spatiality, inhabiting 
1 but revealed in 8

24.  Reed, Patricia. “Artificial Labor. Xenophily and Computational Denaturalization.” E-flux. 
Accessed April 11, 2019. https://www.e-flux.com/architecture/artificial-labor/140674/xeno-
phily-and-computational-denaturalization/.
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Epilogue. A barrio bravo /<^Legion^>/ Xibalba
No_ Conclusion_ No  

Our comprehension of the natural and social world is either constituted or 
mediated. (Via discourse or a cognitive subject)

Realism materialism and Speculative materialism: are the paths explored 
in this segment  

This fictional horizon has been indeed shaped by a fissure in time and space. 
Is as much a representation of who i is, as the embodiment of what i may 
become.

As “i” is nothing but an excuse to talk about something else, another, not 
other, outside.

Departing from Deleuze/Guattari’s rhizomatic learning: (Estos son los 
eslavones, nidos, escalas, ensamblajes, métodos de interconectividad, 
ritmo y aceleración que se usan para navegar)

Des-conociendo_ not knowing while articulating multi-dimensional yet con-
tradictory voices_ and monstrous in this magnitude/ variable and determ-
ined by a desperate need of multiplicity_ multiplicity.

Este es un espejo negro a donde se vienen a quemar las memorias. En el 
que habita un cuerpo (desprendido de límites y fronteras). A totality. This is 
a black mirror in which memories burn as a sacrifice. In it (a limitless, fron-
tierless) body inhabits.

Una pared en el norte y en el sur atravezada constantemente por micropar-
ticulas /participando de sistemas_ systems or biologically, an ecosystem. Of 
molecules tearing the impenetrable space that lays between.

Translatable only insofar its proximity to another_ other idendidades- iden-
tities given by a substantively ontological primacy. Which is historically illu-
minated, yet liminal and opaque.

Casi desconocida_ unknown

A crystal: Laminated by interconnected processes & dynamics/ quantitat-
ively as well as qualitatively differentiated. Ex-changes that are constituent 
of non-linear narratives.

Mind the gap

Que nadie es un caso aislado. None is an isolated case. For in a planetary 
scale, you are as relevant as a rock. An organism slightly more convoluted 
than a virus. But this space is already accelerating and inhabiting the quon-
dam, being dissolved into the many personal vehicles.  

Exponentiating change and inward expansion into stellar bodies conceiv-
able through theories/and implication of collective feedback. Complexific-
ating this world into many vectors, tearing-territories.

Canibalizando partes de uno desde el abismo, como una raíz fracturada. 
Cannibalizing itself from the abyss. Like a fractured radix, always holding the 
potential to repair/resurrect and recombine its components.

The more a multiplicity of any kind grows, the more its very nature changes. 
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For mutual relations are constitutive_ constitutivas. However not static_
estaticas/they belong to an imperfect flux of ongoing processes. And their 
mutual articulations (and flcutuations) are the basis of multilayered realities_ 
realities, that reach other perceptions of time and space.

And reflect into billions of impenetrable subjects.

They have already claimed a second life in yet another virtual tissue of tech-
nology_ technology –and have left this trace as nothing but an incarnation 
of one of such realities.

However, this is not the future. But a mapping of outside via an updated flux 
of social_ reality

In time_ Ahorita (could mean forever) because here and now_ AHORA. Out 
of this realm, out of this fissure… Shit is hitting many fans at the same time.

But hey                                  Even if it concerns you

Never forget, right now, you keep on being forged by the words I pronounce 
baudrillard: And while I fold out of this interiority into a pure exteriority, this 
event is being registered as the spectrum of a research 

     - A hypernatural mechanism, privileging art-praxis as technology for  
speculative thinking

           - This is also the language of horror 

The horror of philosophy25

As horrible as envisioning a body being possessed by entities, disarticulat-
ing its human so called nature to supra natural conditions26

A legion of cosmic demons that are undefined, that melt into a gendered 
voice and project themselves as raw intensity, profane they morph.

Deleuze & Wattari: From body/to labour27>> from labour to becoming 
>>becoming machine>> becoming abstraction

  a) A schizophrenic body (all of us) experiencing distances and proximities 
to everything, withdrawing into privacy is no longer an option. Tú y tus tend-
encias neoliberales_your neoliberal tendencies.

The coupling of dread & ecstasy >>> can also represent a loss of a precon-
ceived sense of selfness. Y una agencia exponenciada sobre otros_otros

Like gossiping

Utopias de aquella humanidad interconectada por cables se diluyen en 
ácido de rave millennial. Disembodying minds into docile bodies, the many 
utopias of interconnected humanity dissolves in acid of millennial raves.
>> uncontrol/panic<< the anxiety of entropic decades.  

25.  Thacker, Eugene. In the Dust of This Planet: Horror of Philosophy (Volume 1). Vol. 1. 3 vols. 
Zero Books, 2011. Pdf.

26.  Ibid.

27.  Deleuze, Gilles, and Felix Guattari. A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia. 2003 
ed. Somerset: Bookcraft (Bath), 2003. PDF.

 DON’T PANIC
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mac Luhan

    b) An amputated body

A spinal landscape-media landscape/medium is the message28/artist as a 
medium_  a medium

Artist propagates/replicates a message_ it inserts itself into a system of 
knowledge production/ working institutionalized inherited mechanisms. 
U-p-d-a-t-i-n-g

but Jameson said>> someone said that cyberpunk is the literary expres-
sion of late capitalism>> and it is…

Alienation, anomie, solitude, melancholy/ Thizzz is not your tinder match.

*as faint as a whisper* (this is) non-human simulacra of the human/human 
simulacra of in-human dimensions - Artificial Intelligence - 

Artificalmente inteligente

Inteligente pero artificial

Artifical aunque inteligente

Inteligente y artificial

La mecanica del juego

Techno/mechanics/politics. An organism_ becoming_ machine? failing to 
compute

This is a way to understand media as an extension of human articulations in 
its own era of anxiety. Moving towards imaginary identities 

>>Lyotard’s>> Intensities29

Subject (and dominated by-impersonal-jouissance)

Tetsuo30 has been engulfed by the new_ new flesh. He became_ something 
else. Science-fiction extrapolating pre-figurative social theory. Pushing rep-
resentation to the edges of concrete objects, confronting abstract lines of 
thought 31

Gothic materialism_ (that want go beyond established-enlightened- know-
ledge)

Because...
As ............           once said:  
“Haney…. We nearly always live through screens – This pinche screened 
existence. And 
I some- times think, when people say my work looks violent, that perhaps 

28.  McLuhan, Marshall. The Medium Is the Message: 1-18. Accessed April 11, 2019. https://web.
mit.edu/allanmc/www/mcluhan.mediummessage.pdf.

29.  Lyotard, Francis. Libidinal Economy. Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1993. PDF.

30.  Akira. Directed by Katsuhiro Otomo. Performed by Nozomu Sasaki, Mitsuo Iwata, Mami Koyama, Tesshō 
Genda. Japan: Tokyo Movie Shinsha, Toho, 1988. Https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J9nvy_UmLLQ.

31.  Fisher, Mark. Flatline Constructs: Gothic Materialism and Cybernetic Theory-Fiction. New York, New 
York: Exmilitary Press, 2018. PDF.

 Bacon
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I have from time to time been able to clear away one or two of the veils or 
screens.”99 

Deleuze/Wattari/Baudrillard/Gibson: are a LEGION– not any longer a reli-
gious in nature/not demonic but cybernetic – 
But this window operates as an exponentiation of an organism’s assumed 
interiority/ to cultivate this outside/ to try find a body without a prefabricated 
image

A molecular body-silent but not voiceless (without an operative agency 
or prototype). Aimed towards other forms of affect_ affect, which positivize 
the >>indefinite<< 

Abstract: <<feeling sensations so new they don’t have a name yet>> 
(Kodwo Eshun) 

All things do change in a dynamic environment. Our efforts to remain as we 
are endlessly limit us

I am aware_ aware_ aware. This vortex was made only to open up hypo-
theses, to be shared among fissures 

<<This is only one version of an avatar for a conscious>> But it could also 
be the shadow of a soul. Pure synergic potential (an over coding of- the rep-
resentational model production). 

Abstract matter- abstraction without specified/directed empathy- / abstrac-
tion of reality- 

 This body without organs is>>the zero index>> of all possible assemblages 
of material-becoming and a door for intensities to access it.  This gate 
appears as immanent as turns differentiated. These intensive ethereal frag-
ments, arrange something tangible  

>>> 

This 0 horizon_ where matter (uses intensity)/ is an expenditure of libidinal 
force. Pure raw desire. This body bwO (Body without organs32) >> transpires 
into the collective>> As embodied language, as edified image, as a physical 
effort to grasp thought. Albeit, it can only be populated by so called other 
intensities via imagination/

                                For the subordination of the extensive into this intensity 
--happens --via the concrete occupation of space as---a continuum---

                       a scaling of incommensurable proportions 

Between reality and the negation of life/ there is always a continuous N 
number of possible realities and smaller perceptions

A barrio bravo/an institution/an airport/Xibalba_ Xibalba reducing to 0

Zero- being the principle of -in/tension a (voyage) of becoming (infinite in 
space) becoming active (In other worlds). For virtual/artificial zones can be 
plaits into the real--

32.  Deleuze, Gilles and Félix Guattari. 1972. Anti-Œdipus. Trans. Robert Hurley, Mark Seem and 
Helen R. Lane. London and New York: Continuum, 2004. Vol. 1 of Capitalism and Schizophrenia. 
2 vols. 1972-1980. Trans. of L’Anti-Oedipe. Paris: Les Editions de Minuit.

 Deleuze:

Kant
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To trans_ form/Under pressure from enormous stimuli (skin)-is no longer a 
secure maker of organic integrity (gloria Anzaldua)

>>>OVERWhELming- (Institutional_ Pressure<<< ///A family, a country, a 
social class, a school, a body, a condition, a label

Imposing self-sabotage_/reflected in language amputation and move-
ment impasses>> A subject decomposing/ while it experiences time as 
de-codified/disjointed ----It also begins to nest desire---- via theory of 
horror ---

This is an exercise meant to embrace incompleteness and imperfection

Reconfiguring identity into a matter of _engineered memories & dreams 
---- A risk has been taken, to play the art of Nahualismo--- (jumping out of 
the skin)

(This is the real artificiality of one’s mind)-Drawing from_ metzinger’s_ fSm 
Be-coming/replicant/- by exploiting knowledge 

(The very condition of existence) Pulp philosophy- Pulp science fiction- 
made flesh again, inhabiting <<memory>>/within a vortex/ and auto mon-
itoring neurotic state of _ Hyperconectivity _ remember remember 

mcLuhan/  We cannot be contained_ We are a legion emerging_

This crippling opaque self-consciousness/ Is a fissure_ fissure. It leaks as a 
reference/>an absolute self-possession/an institutionalized property/ 
(A closed system)

An unintentional matter of fact.

This is integration of synthetic unities of particular experiences –is also a 
depathologization of the individual>>and is meant to avoid liberal mutual 
recognitions and totalitarian ideas of collectivity (negarestani) 

Defined by exclusions circumscribed by/a near possible>feasible. EgO>> 
constituted by borders/ambivalences: sampling an exteriority <<yet incom-
patible with the interior

Like narcissus/ A system unable to recognize itself in the image that is 
supposed to represent it/-A shattered mirror with endless depths_ being 
referenced at the level of networks/given and open circuits:

Not at the level of subject/not anymore/ not here/not any longer as utter-
ances of the feed & circulation (of) imperial reason

We shift and morph, from subject to subject. Like a vintage liquid terminator. 
Even if nostalgic in this death drive>>Collapse>> 

me vas a hacer llorar. Save the drama for your papa. Nothing is given.

One becomes replicant of others= by recognizing all identity as a con-
struct/decoding false memory chips of anthropocentric patriarchal oedipal 
tendencies_ (Recognizing patterns of empathy elicited by western canons) 
Dualism>contradiction<ART> is human focused-but inhuman oriented. 
Capitalism: 

feeling/_as perception
Disease/_as contagion

metzinger’s
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Disease as perception
feeling as contagion

Al fin uno se despide insensiblemente de pequeñas cosas33…

----here lays your index of affectivity---- no se trata de apegos cabrón. Is 
not about atachments, C-A-B-R-O-N. One invents spaces of which one has 
become a convulsive possession

Anticipating scenarios immanent to current futurities. Like a graphic novel/a 
diagram/a film/ a performance or an assemblage of all that. 

Our lives are quantified (ballard)/   yet unstable.

Corresponding to this non-linearity, non-linear techniques are necessary to 
build consistent paths to them

To destroy a world
Was never about destroying a world 

 Xibalba34

In his book Thousand years of nonlinear history (1997), Manuel Delanda talks 
about the variations within a human ordered systems as parable of natural 
biological fluctuations. He points out: “Human history did not follow a straight 
line, as if everything pointed toward civilized societies as humanity’s ultimate 
goal. On the contrary, at each bifurcation alternative stable states were pos-
sible, and once actualized, they coexisted and interacted with one another”

While exercising the role of artist and student, I have learned to distrust 
anything that arrives as a formulation of commonality but turns out to be a 
collective imposition on thought; exacerbated by individual sensitivities and 
technological parasitism. For this coupling represents the very mechanisms 
of power-dynamics and dominant machinery of belief operating as axioms 
on all levels in our current planetary scale.

This project draws the figure of the hybrid as a dream of the outside, to this 
regard, Mexico becomes a time machine that allows me to navigate other 
worlds with extreme judgment as a vehicle of critique. For it is through the 
understanding of this geography as part of a planetary engine, which ulti-
mately sets this process as a continuous revisiting of sociopolitical-ecosys-
tems while acknowledging being infested by them.

The theoretical channel through which this research activates aims the 
instrumentalization of art-praxis as a testifier of life. Consistent with this 
thesis, life alone is enough… To serve at least two purposes: challenge the 
imperial aspirations brewed in self-identification models and to become 
a medium for the materialization of narratives that favor undifferentiated 
disciplinary queries.

For a woman that was born and raised in a barrio bravo, this is what it means 
to concede wilderness where is not allowed and conjure spaces within 
spaces. To jump out the skin and the learned forms of kinship, extending 
this concern to otherkin. 

33.  Vargas, Chavela. “Las Pequeñas Cosas.” Youtube. January 16, 2015. https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=rLjAmjFotCI.

34.  The K’iche Mayan Word for the Underworld 

 (ballard)/
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Reality scares me to death… Octavia 
Butler (Parable of the sower, 1993) 

I use the institutional contradictions of abstract labor pertaining to con-
temporary art and repurpose every link that has gone barren in something 
other than its capitalization. This is a resolution to cope with incommen-
surable (in)-human distances and the horror of the unknown, present and 
future. Hence, every fragment borrowed from other universes is a legion 
of voices that positivize a reflection on the cannibalization of my life.

This form of practice that can be traced within cinematic assemblage 
bends and decode reality as is produced. Which means to exercise the 
art of nahualismo whilst being physically earthbound, to never take life 
granted and survive.
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